Short report

Temporal course of the threshold and size of the receptive field of the Babinski sign
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SUMMARY The changes of threshold and receptive field of the Babinski reflex, with time, were assessed in ten patients with acute cerebrovascular lesions. It was found that the threshold of the reflex decreased gradually and the size of the cutaneous afferent reflex field enlarged with the passage of time. These findings suggest that there is a gradual release or organisation of the reflex flexor synergy of which the Babinski sign is a modified part.

Although the Babinski reflex has been carefully investigated, little attention has been paid to the temporal course of changes in threshold of the response and the size of its afferent reflex field. It has been known for a long time that, following an acute lesion in the cerebral hemispheres, there is initially a profound inhibition of the monosynaptic stretch reflexes and, after a variable period of time, the myotatic reflexes become hyperactive. We thought that a similar temporal course might be observed with the Babinski reflex. We postulated that (1) the threshold of the Babinski reflex must be greater at the outset of lesion and would gradually decrease with time and (2) the size of the afferent reflex field (the area from which the reflex can be elicited) should increase with time, being restricted at the inception of the injury to the S1 segment and gradually impinging on neighbouring dermatomes.

Patients and methods

We examined twenty patients with unilateral chronic cerebrovascular occlusive lesions. The patients were selected solely on the basis of myotatic hyper-reflexia and were examined for the presence of a Babinski sign elicited according to a scale of stimuli as follows:

- + + + + No Babinski sign even with very forceful stroking of the lateral part of the foot.
- + + Babinski sign elicited only with very forceful stroking of the lateral part of the foot.
- + Babinski sign induced with moderately intense stroking of the external border of the foot.

+ Babinski sign produced by light stroking of the lateral border of the foot.
0 The sign is induced by tactile (non-nociceptive) stimulus.

All patients were examined in the supine position. Stimulation was performed with a wooden stick. The stretch reflexes were recorded as follows: + + + + the most exaggerated response, 0 for no response and + + +, + + and + for intermediate responses. We compared the intensity of the stimuli to elicit the Babinski sign (threshold) to the magnitude of the myotactic reflexes.

Ten patients with acute cerebrovascular occlusions were then examined. The patients were initially seen during the first twenty-four hours of the onset of the ictus. They were examined daily for seven days and again after two weeks, with regard to stretch reflexes of the ankles and knees, presence or absence of a Babinski sign and threshold of the Babinski sign. The strength of the dorsiflexion of the great toe and ankle was also assessed. Signs indicating the presence of a flexor reflex synergy (contraction of the quadriceps, tensor fasciae latae, etc) were also looked for.

The size of the afferent reflex field was evaluated according to the site on the lower extremity from which a Babinski sign could be elicited. The size was arbitrarily assessed as follows: 1—S1 dermatome only, 2—Entire sole of the foot, 3—Up to the ankle, 4—Up to the middle of the leg, 5—Up to the knee, 6—Up to the thigh.

The changes in the size of the afferent field were followed daily during the first seven days of the stroke and again after two weeks. The stimuli used were stroking, pinching or pricking the skin.

Results

Of the first group, 17 of 20 patients with a cerebral infarct and with myotatic hyperreflexia had a Babinski sign, and 15 patients had a Babinski reflex elicited with a very low threshold. Two patients had a Babinski sign only with very forceful stroking of
two patients with stimuli as high as the knee. Five patients had the Babinski sign induced by stimuli up to the middle of the leg. One patient had a Babinski sign induced only by stimulation of the S1 dermatome (fig B).

All of the patients had marked to moderate weakness of ankle and hallux dorsiflexion quantified according to the scale of Van Gijn.\(^1\) At the end of two weeks, all of the patients had evidence of the presence of a flexor reflex synergy as manifested by various degrees of contraction of the quadriceps or tensor fasciae latae.

**Discussion**

It is widely accepted that the Babinski sign is a modified part of the generalised flexor reflex synergy.\(^3\)\(^6\)\(^9\) This synergy is released by the lesion of descending supraspinal pathways that project onto the interneuronal zone of the lumbosacral cord.\(^1\) At the same time there is also a lesion or functional deficit of the fibres that project directly onto the motoneurons of the effector muscles\(^8\)\(^13\) manifested by weakness of the dorsiflexors of the hallux, a fact already observed by Babinski in his original description.\(^5\) These two basic defects are present in most patients who display a Babinski sign.\(^1\)

It has also been shown\(^*\) that nociceptive stimulation of the sole of the foot in healthy subjects results in plantar flexion of the hallux whereas stimulation of the ball of the great toe induces its dorsiflexion. This indicates that the response is a natural withdrawal from the offending stimulus. In patients with cerebral lesions the local physiological extensor reflexes are lost as their field of excitation is overwhelmed by the hyperactive flexor responses. On the other hand, Brain and Wilkinson\(^*\) demonstrated that in the newborn infant the size of the reflex field of the Babinski sign may be as high as the abdomen ipsilateral to the hallux. As the infant grows the size of the field of excitation of the reflex gradually decreases finally being confined to the ball of the great toe in the normal adult. This study suggests that in patients with cerebral lesions, the size of the field from which the abnormal reflex can be evoked enlarges to a size present in ontogenetically previous stages and furthermore that it is a dynamic process. Future studies may determine the prognostic significance of the enlargement of the size of the reflex field. Likewise, the decreasing threshold of the response must be related to the gradual emergence of the reflex flexor synergy. Unilateral acute lesions of the pyramid in rhesus monkeys\(^4\)\(^5\) induces hypotonicity of the muscles with sluggish myotatic reflexes and absence of a pathological extensor plantar response. After several days the stretch reflexes become hyperactive

---

**Fig.** (A) The threshold of the Babinski reflex decreased significantly two weeks after the inception of the ictus. (B) The size of the afferent reflex field enlarged significantly over the days after the onset of the stroke.
and a Babinski sign is easily obtained. This suggests a temporal evolution of the threshold of the monosynaptic and polysynaptic reflexes after a pyramidal tract lesion. It has also been shown that during the acute phase of hemiplegia, the monosynaptic stretch reflexes are severely depressed and after a variable period of time they become hyperactive, again suggesting a dynamic change in the threshold of the response.

It has been shown that an early appearance of hyperactive stretch reflexes is a good prognostic sign for the recovery of hemiplegia in man. It is, nevertheless, important to point out that the release of the monosynaptic stretch reflexes probably has a different mechanism from the release of the polysynaptic flexor responses; most clinicians are aware that myotatic hyper-reflexia may not be associated with a Babinski reflex and vice-versa. Van Gijn found that 74% of the patients with a pathological extensor reflexes had hyperactive tendon jerks. However, the two reflexes are frequently released together. It remains to be established whether the size of the field from which the response can be evoked and the threshold of the reflex stabilise after a lapse of time or if there is a gradual return to normal conditions.
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